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Introduction

• Bitcoin is a purely speculative asset, yet its price is a reflection of the
health of the entire crypto asset ecosystem

• The Terra algorithmic stablecoin attack spilled over to the Lido staking
service, which precipitated:

• Celsius network insolvency, and

• Bankruptcy of Three Arrows Capital

• Nasen.ai has followed on-chain whale movements which link these
attacks to unidentified traders, quite possibly large U.S. hedge funds

• My recent blog makes the case that these attacks by Trad-Fi on De-Fi
are similar to the economic CDO bombs that were sold to Germany
and other European banks before the 2008 banking crisis
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Hedging and Trading Bitcoin Options

• Unlike Three Arrows, which was tipped into bankruptcy by Deribit,
these highly sophisticated Trad-Fi hedge fund traders make huge profits
from trades on Deribit options

• Deribit market makers and uninformed professional traders run a very
risky business

1. How should market makers delta hedge their bitcoin option positions?

2. How can we use implied volatility surface dynamics to characterize
buying and selling pressures on bitcoin options?
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About Deribit

• Deribit moved to Panama in February 2020 to avoid compliance with
the European Anti-Money Laundering Directive, 5AMLD

• Deribit not required to make any report on suspicious activity of any
type, including market manipulation

• Clients identities linked only to wallet addresses, minimum KYC

• Like other ‘self-regulated’ crypto exchanges, Deribit trades 24/7 and
only on-boards and off-boards crypto. It offers ‘inverse’ bitcoin and
ether options and both calendar and perpetual futures

• Roughly 90% of all trading volume on Deribit options is on expires of
60 days or less

• Liquidity is concentrated on OTM options with moneyness K/F
between 0.7 for DOTM puts and 1.3 for DOTM calls
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Term Structure of Bitcoin Implied Volatility Indices

The VIX methodology is applied to Deribit bitcoin options, synthetically constructed to
have constant maturities of 10, 20, 30, 60 and 90 days
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30-Day Implied Volatility Curves

Moneyness K/F = 0.7 to 1.3 for DOTM puts to DOTM calls
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Alternative View of Implied Volatility Curves

Bitcoin implied volatilities behave differently from established options markets
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S&P Comparison by Maturity

Options Classification

• Deep-out-of-the-money (DOTM): 0.02 < |∆| ≤ 0.125,

• Out-of-the-money (OTM): 0.125 < |∆| ≤ 0.375,

• At-the-money (ATM): 0.375 < |∆| ≤ 0.625,

• In-the-money (ITM): 0.625 < |∆| ≤ 0.875,

• Deep-in-the-money (DITM): 0.875 < |∆| ≤ 0.98.
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S&P Comparison by Moneyness
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Delta Hedging Bitcoin Options
Alexander and Imeraj (2022) examine robust dynamic delta hedging using
smile-adjusted deltas, δadjm = δBS

m + adjm where:
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where δBS
m and νBS

m are the Black-Scholes (BS) delta and vega and θm = ∂θ/∂m is
the slope of the implied volatility curve at moneyness m

These deltas are either:

• Model-free, i.e. same for every scale-invariant stochastic and/or local volatility
model (Alexander and Nogueira, 2007), or

• Based on Derman (1999) parameterisations of local volatility
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4097909
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jbankfin.2006.11.011
http://emanuelderman.com/wp-content/uploads/1999/03/risk-regimes_of_volatility.pdf


Preliminary Results

• Data covers OTM calls and puts with synthetic constant maturities of
10, 20 and 30 days and moneyness 0.7 to 1.3

• Hedge effectiveness measured using standard deviation of hedged
portfolio P&L. Statistical significance based on variance ratios.

• Basis still rather large for calendar futures → all options are better
hedged using the perpetual contract

• The SM/SI delta is the only one to beat BS consistently and
significantly, but only for OTM options

• Efficiency gains sometimes exceed 30% for OTM puts

• Average efficiency gains of 15% for hedging short-term (∼ 10-day)
OTM calls, especially when the implied volatility curve slopes upward
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Information in Bitcoin Option Trades

• Alexander et al. (2022) analyse tick-level Deribit option price data
from 2017 to 2021

• Can infer which types of traders are dominating market by relating
movements in the implied volatility curve to Net Buying Pressure:

Nt =

mt∑
i=1

Bi,t × |∆i,t| −
nt∑
i=1

Si,t× |∆i,t| ,

where Bi,t and Si,t are the buyer-initiated and seller-initiated trading
volume, and mt and nt are the number of buyer-initiated and
seller-initiated trades between time t− 1 and t

• Results based on hourly data, robust to daily and weekly aggregation of
buying pressures. Also disaggregated by option maturity and by trading
timezone (Asian, European, U.S.)
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1386418122000544?v=s5


Results by Maturity (2021)
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Results by Timezone (2020 – 2021)
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Volatility and Directional Trading Pressures

• U.S. timezone trades on short-term options have the most significant impact
on changes in the level and shape of the implied volatility surface

• Overall NBP is disaggregated into volatility-motivated and
directional-motivated buying pressures on OTM calls and puts

• On the demand side, U.S. volatility traders (β3) drive OTM calls and puts,
especially for short-term options. OTM calls volatilities are also driven by
directional traders (β4) during Asian and U.S. timezones

• On supply side, ‘limits-to-arbitrage’ hypothesis (β5) holds well → market
makers are managing order imbalance and inventory more effectively as
Deribit bitcoin options trading volumes increases
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